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Abstract

We describe our work on the prototype AutoJML tool which automatically derives JML
(Java Modelling Language) specifications from UML state diagrams. UML is widely used
for modelling Object-Oriented systems on an abstract level. It should be possible to test
whether concrete program code actually implements a UML model. The generated JML
specifications can be used for this. There exist tools to verify whether Java code conforms
to a JML specification.

1 Introduction

Specification and verification of software is difficult and time consuming. Yet, strict compliance
to specifications is becoming increasingly important for standardisation and security certification
purposes. Formal verification of source code can help ascertain compliance to specifications.
However, while verification of source code relative to an existing specification is already hard,
getting the detailed specification right is probably even harder.

UML state diagrams or, more generally, finite automata, provide a convenient formalism for
formally specifying systems. However, there is a big gap between such abstract specifications
and the actual implementation. This gap leads to the concern whether the implementation really
behaves according to the specification. In this paper we try to bridge this gap by generation of
JML (the Java Modelling Language) specifications. JML is a language to specify Java programs
at source code level. Basically JML introduces class wide invariants, and pre- and postconditions
for methods. Java code can be automatically checked against JML specifications in several
ways, ranging from runtime tests to formal verification. A growing collection of more or less
compatible tools is becoming available for JML: the JML runtime assertion checker [LBR99],
ESC/Java [F+02], Daikon [ECGN01], Krakatoa [MPMU03], and the Loop tool [J+98] developed
in Nijmegen.

We have built a prototype tool, named AutoJML, which generates JML specifications based
on UML state diagrams. A software engineer still needs to write the program (based on stubs
generated by the UML tool), but the program can be verified against this generated specification.
The generated specification may also be refined by hand. For the purposes of this paper we use
ESC/Java to check that the implementation meets the generated specification.

Much research is being done towards closing the gap between high level and low level spec-
ification formalisms. Previously we presented a Uppaal [Upp] to Finite State Machines (FSM)
translation tool in [HOP03a], and we did a case study of refinement of security protocols
in [HOP03b].

The security community is looking for ways to enforce security properties on programs,
without taking away flexibility from high level programming languages. See for example [CF00],
where runtime checks for programs are generated, based on a high level specification in the form



of a regular expression. In [HRS02] UML models are translated to proof obligations, resulting
in a verified Java Card applet.

In the literature there are several attempts of generating code, generating specifications, or
both from UML models. We mention the work of [SKM01], [LP99] and [vL01]. The common
divisor of these projects is that they all generate Promela [Hol97] specifications, the input lan-
guage for the SPIN model checker [Hol97]. The differences are found mainly in the UML part:
which part of UML is supported as input: activity diagrams, collaborations, or state diagrams
like in our case.

What is different in our approach is that we use JML as a standard specification language,
so that different tools can be used to verify Java code against a specification. We do not verify
properties of the UML state diagram itself. We rather generate JML specifications that assert
that some piece of concrete program code implements the given UML state diagram.

Our research focuses on building concrete tools. It should be stressed, however, that this
is work in progress. The AutoJML tool is applied to an example in Section 2, which yields a
working, and verified, Java Card applet. The implementation details of AutoJML are discussed
in Section 3. Ideas for future work are listed in Section 4.

2 General setup

We started the AutoJML project as a tool to transform a finite state machine as specified in
Uppaal’s diagram editor to both JML specifications as well as Java code. In the current paper,
we add a new front-end in order to accept also UML state diagrams as input, as indicated
in Figure 1. The choice for ArgoUML [R+00] is arbitrary. Any UML tool that exports state
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Figure 1: Abstract view of the AutoJML architecture

diagrams in the so-called XMI format should work. XMI stands for XML Meta-data Interchange,
and is designed to enable interchange of meta-data between OMG-UML based modelling tools
[OMG00].

To make the whole generation process more clear, this section explains the method using an
example taken from the world of the Global System for Mobile communications (GSM). Details
of the approach are given in Section 3.

Example GSM uses a cryptographic protocol to authenticate the Subscriber Identity Module
(SIM), which is embedded in the cell phone, to the network service provider. Although this
is essentially a simple challenge-response protocol, great care must be taken to make sure the
implementation is secure and in accordance with the GSM standard. So, GSM authentication is
a small yet realistic case study, moreover its technical details are freely available since the ETSI
GSM standard [ETS01] is made public.

The protocol specified in the GSM standard can be summarised abstractly as follows. The
network provider sends a challenge rand to the phone which forwards it to the SIM. The SIM
computes a response sres and a session key kc by encrypting rand with a secret key ki shared



by the network provider and the SIM. The response, sres, is sent back to the cell phone, which
forwards it to the network provider where it is checked for validity. If the response checks out, the
session key is used to ensure confidentiality of the conversation that follows the authentication
phase.

On a more concrete level the standard describes the protocol using two commands which can
be sent to the SIM: RUN_GSM_ALGORITHM and GET_RESPONSE. The key ki is a 16-byte number
stored in the SIM, the challenge rand is a 16-byte number sent to the SIM in the data field
of the byte sequence representing the RUN_GSM_ALGORITHM command. The response (sres,kc),
a 12-byte number (4 for sres, 8 for kc) is the result of running the Comp128 algorithm with
key ki and input rand. This is sent back in the data field of the response byte sequence after
sending the GET_RESPONSE command. The RUN_GSM_ALGORITHM command should be followed
by a GET_RESPONSE command.

As it turns out, the Comp128 encryption algorithm that was originally proposed has some
technical problems: in a chosen plain text attack 150, 000 challenges sent to the SIM will reveal
all 128 bits of the key [BGW]. To overcome this problem, the service provider can implement an
alternative algorithm, but for economical reasons it seems much more practical to just introduce
a counter in the SIM, which is incremented with each authentication request. The SIM could
lock itself after say 10, 000 authentication requests. This will not influence normal usage of the
SIM, since that many requests are not expected in its lifetime.

NORMAL

CHALLENGED

LOCKED

RUN_GSM_ALGORITHM:  [counter < 10000] / counter := counter + 1 ()

RUN_GSM_ALGORITHM_Exc:  [counter >= 10000]

GET_RESPONSE:  [response_correct]

GET_RESPONSE_Exc:  [response_incorrect]

RUN_GSM_ALGORITHM_Exc: GET_RESPONSE_Exc: 

Figure 2: GSM authentication state diagram

The SIM part of the protocol, including the counter mechanism, is specified in the UML state
diagram1 in Figure 2. The state diagram consists of three states, labelled NORMAL, CHALLENGED,
and LOCKED. The horizontal bars and the dot are UML pseudo-states. They are discussed in
Section 3. For now it suffices to simply follow the transitions that pass through these objects.
Initially the SIM is in NORMAL and counter equals zero. By processing a RUN_GSM_ALGORITHM

command, the SIM changes to CHALLENGED, except when the counter is greater than 10, 000, in
which case the SIM becomes locked. When in CHALLENGED, a GET_RESPONSE will get the SIM
back to NORMAL, whether the response was validated or not.

The output generated by the current version of AutoJML, when given the state diagram in
Figure 2 as input, consists of the source code for a Java Card applet with JML annotations. To

1This diagram was generated by ArgoUML. In particular this is the reason why syntax may differ from more

usual UML syntax. For example ArgoUML represents transition labels as Label: Event [Guard] / Action instead

of the more usual Event [Guard] / Action.



represent the state of the applet, a global mode field is generated along with constants for the
three different possible states. The invariant specifies that mode must be one of three values.

/*@ invariant

mode==LOCKED || mode==CHALLENGED || mode==NORMAL;

*/

Although ESC/Java does not support JML constraints, we generate one anyway. The constraint
describes the transitions of the state diagram.

/*@ constraint

(mode==LOCKED ==> \old(mode)==NORMAL || \old(mode)==LOCKED) &&

(mode==CHALLENGED ==> \old(mode)==NORMAL) &&

(mode==NORMAL ==> \old(mode)==CHALLENGED) &&

(\old(mode)==LOCKED ==> mode == LOCKED) &&

(\old(mode)==CHALLENGED ==> mode==NORMAL) &&

(\old(mode)==NORMAL ==> mode==CHALLENGED || mode==LOCKED);

*/

A Java Card applet’s process method deals with incoming instructions. It just calls dedicated
sub-process methods for each possible instruction. Only one (of the two) generated sub-process
methods is discussed here:

/*@

requires true;

modifies mode, counter;

ensures

\old(mode)==NORMAL && counter < 10000 ==> mode==CHALLENGED;

exsures (ISOException)

\old(mode)==LOCKED ==> mode==LOCKED;

exsures (ISOException)

\old(mode)==NORMAL && counter >= 10000 ==> mode==LOCKED;

*/

private void processRUN_GSM_ALGORITHM(APDU apdu)

throws ISOException {

if (mode==LOCKED) {

mode = LOCKED;

ISOException.throwIt(SW_UNKNOWN);

} else if (mode==NORMAL && counter < 10000) {

counter = (short)(counter + 1);

mode = CHALLENGED;

} else if (mode==NORMAL && counter >= 10000) {

mode = LOCKED;

ISOException.throwIt(SW_UNKNOWN);

}

}

The (normal and exceptional) post-conditions (indicated by ensures and exsures) specify the
different transitions labelled with RUN_GSM_ALGORITHM. The corresponding assignments are per-
formed in the body of the method. The generated applet and specification, when run through
ESC/Java, generate no warnings.

Obviously, the generated applet does not fully implement the GSM authentication protocol.
Some code has to be added manually: for this example mostly calls to the cryptography API
(encrypting, comparing byte arrays). It may be possible to generate this code also automatically,
and include it in the UML model by using the UML features more extensively. At the moment we
have not specified any so-called ‘entry-actions’, ‘exit-actions’ or ‘do-activities’. It seems possible
to specify Java code there, or if not, tags that can be translated automatically into code. Or we



could specify more code at the transitions than we do now. For the first solution we would have
to modify our fsm.dtd, for the last one probably not.

What is specified in JML is mostly control flow. SIMs that support Java Card do exist, yet
the authentication protocol is usually implemented as native code, not as a Java Card applet.
The applets that can be downloaded onto a Java Card SIM, so-called Toolkit applets, bring
additional services on top of the GSM functionality. Nevertheless, loading the generated applet
onto a standard Java Card smart card results in a card that implements the authentication
protocol as specified in GSM standard.

3 Implementation details

The diagram in Figure 1 presents AutoJML as a black box. This section reveals, in more detail,
how it works. Therefore readers not interested in these details are advised to skip this section.

One of the important ideas behind this project is that we want to use existing tools as much
as possible. Therefore AutoJML consists of a few programs, each taking care of a relatively small
transformation. The architecture of AutoJML is sketched in Figure 3. At the core of AutoJML
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Figure 3: Detailed view of the AutoJML architecture

is a Java program called F2J, which generates the JML specifications and Java skeleton code
based on an input XML document. F2J accepts XML input that conforms to the fsm.dtd
document type definition (DTD). This is the current version of fsm.dtd.

<!ELEMENT fsm (name, initcode*, state+, init, transition*)>

<!ELEMENT name (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT initcode (#PCDATA)>

<!ATTLIST initcode language CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT state (name)>

<!ATTLIST state id ID #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT init EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST init ref IDREF #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT transition (source, target, name, (guard | assign)*)>

<!ATTLIST transition type (nor|exc) #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT source EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST source ref IDREF #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT target EMPTY>



<!ATTLIST target ref IDREF #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT guard (#PCDATA)>

<!ATTLIST guard language CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT assign (#PCDATA)>

<!ATTLIST assign language CDATA #REQUIRED>

3.1 Previously: F2J project

The components above the dashed curve in Figure 3 form the part that has been described
already in [HOP03a]. Apart from F2J, the part above the dashed curve uses the tools Uppaal
and Xsltproc. The choice for Uppaal is based on its facility to export the created models into
an XML file. Fortunately the one used by this tool, flat-1.0.dtd, is freely available. A simple
stylesheet transforms Uppaal’s output into fsm.dtd compliant XML. Perhaps it would have
been possible to use stylesheets to generate JML and Java code, instead of the Java program
F2J we use now. It seems that the stylesheets needed to perform F2J’s task would be much
more complex than the sheets we now use to transform XML files into fsm.dtd compliant XML
files. However it might be interesting to find out whether this is really as difficult as we think.

Originally we were mainly interested in Java Card applets and since these applets all follow a
very strict pattern, it is possible to generate real code. In principle we think that the generation
of JML specification is more important than the generation of Java code.

In order to represent the different states listed in the F2J input, a special mode field is
introduced into the generated code. All states in the XML document are translated into possible
values of this field. This mode field implements a so-called life cycle model for the applet,
similar to those in [MM01, Mos02]. In addition, all transition labels are translated into a list
of constants representing valid instruction names for the applet. Furthermore, for each of these
valid instruction names a dedicated sub-process method is generated. In Java Card the heart of
each applet is always the process method. Each incoming instruction always enters the applet
through the process method.

The constructor of the applet is generated so that it sets mode to the constant representing
the initial state. The constraint describes the transitions of the state diagram. For each state
and each incoming transition the possible source states are listed, and symmetrically for each
state and each outgoing transition from that state the possible target states are listed.

The process method is generated to contain two nested switches. The outer one selects the
state the applet is in (in the GSM example; NORMAL, CHALLENGED, or LOCKED). The inner switches
select the type of instruction that is to be processed (in the GSM example: RUN_GSM_ALGORITHM
or GET_RESPONSE). The process method just calls dedicated sub-process methods for each pos-
sible instruction.

The code generated for the body of such dedicated sub-process methods first checks the
current state of the applet and the guards of the transitions starting in that state labelled
with the instruction for which the method is specific. Depending on these checks, it executes the
corresponding assignments and sets mode to the target state of that transition. If the transition is
marked as exceptional, code is generated such that an exception is thrown resulting in a special
error code at the terminal side. The JML specification generated for this method expresses
some of this in the post-condition. Note that the level of verbosity of the JML specification
is approximately the same as that of the code. Currently, the assignments information of the
transitions is not used in the generation of the JML part.

3.2 Currently: AutoJML project

Although the diagram editor in Uppaal is easy to use, it is definitely not meant to be used only
as a model editor. Moreover, it is not a standard industrial CASE modelling tool. Therefore we



upgraded our AutoJML to also accept input from XMI compliant UML tools. The new parts of
AutoJML are indicated in Figure 3 by the components below the dashed curve.

To test AutoJML we use XMI documents produced by ArgoUML, which provides XMI
version 1.0 output based on UML-1.3. The XMI output of ArgoUML conforms to the uml13.dtd
file that comes with the ArgoUML distribution. Unfortunately the transformation between
uml13.dtd and fsm.dtd is not straightforward. The main problem is that uml13.dtd allows
so-called pseudo-states which are not supported by F2J. In particular we have to take care of so-
called joins and forks. The semantics we use for these two constructs basically comes down to the
observation that we see them as graphical objects to create diagrams where parallel transitions
are merged by taking the outer product of the incoming and outgoing transitions. Although
the name of fork and join indicates something different, our system implies that there is no real
difference between a fork and a join: both can be used in many-to-many situations. We return
to the GSM example from Figure 2.

Example (ctd.) As mentioned before this diagram contains three pseudo-states. The dot
above the state NORMAL is an initial state, showing the entry point of this diagram. The bar
between CHALLENGED and NORMAL is a fork. The bar below LOCKED is a join. The one outgo-
ing transition from CHALLENGED to the fork should be seen as two outgoing transitions from
CHALLENGED to NORMAL. Likewise for the join but then for incoming transitions.

The main task for the transformation from uml13.dtd to fsm.dtd is the resolution of these
pseudo-states into a list of transitions between true states. Fortunately, resolving one pseudo-
state at a time is not that difficult: take a pseudo-state and construct the outer product of all
incoming and outgoing transitions in this pseudo-state. Because of this observation we split the
task into two transformations:

• uml2pseudofsm.xsl is used to strip all the information from the XMI document that we
don’t use anymore. Furthermore it makes sure that the initial pseudo-state is mapped
onto its corresponding real state.

• pseudofsm2pseudofsm.xsl is the one that will be applied iteratively. Actually this pseud-
ofsm2pseudofsm.xsl is split into two functions. Each odd time it is applied one pseudo-
state is being resolved by constructing the outer product of all incoming and outgoing
transitions in this pseudo-state. If there are no incoming or outgoing transitions to a
pseudo-state we simply remove these pseudo-states. This typically happens for initial or
end states. We only need the information on the initial state and we have already derived
this in the uml2pseudofsm.xsl transformation.

Unfortunately our resolving algorithm has as a side effect that we may introduce transitions
whose source or target pseudo-state might no longer exist. It is also possible that several
copies of the remaining pseudo-states are created. Both these transitions and pseudo-
states get a special label. Therefore each even time the stylesheet is applied it basically
only takes care of these labelled pseudo-states and transitions and makes sure that after
this run both of these problems have been solved. Hence after each even application of this
transformation stylesheet we know that the number of pseudo-states has been decreased
by one. Therefore after precisely two times the number of pseudo-states in the original
model all pseudo-states will have been resolved.

The DTD pseudofsm.dtd is a superset of fsm.dtd. When this algorithm stops, the output
validates against this fsm.dtd.

Note that this resolution process only works if there are no transition cycles between
pseudo-states without visiting a real state.

Example (ctd.) Now if we apply our transformations to the GSM example we get the final
result after seven stylesheet applications (one time uml2pseudofsm.xsl where the state NORMAL



will be identified as the initial state and six times pseudofsm2pseudofsm.xsl). Here we show
part of the final result.

<fsm>

<name>GSM</name>

<state id="xmi.8">

<name>NORMAL</name>

</state>

<state id="xmi.13">

<name>CHALLENGED</name>

</state>

<state id="xmi.15">

<name>LOCKED</name>

</state>

<init ref="xmi.8"/>

<transition type="nor">

<source ref="xmi.8"/>

<target ref="xmi.13"/>

<name>RUN_GSM_ALGORITHM</name>

<guard language="uppaal">counter &lt; 10000</guard>

<assign language="uppaal">counter := counter + 1</assign>

</transition>

<transition type="nor">

<source ref="xmi.13"/>

<target ref="xmi.8"/>

<name>GET_RESPONSE</name>

<guard language="uppaal">response_correct</guard>

</transition>

<transition type="exc">

<source ref="xmi.13"/>

<target ref="xmi.8"/>

<name>GET_RESPONSE</name>

<guard language="uppaal">response_incorrect</guard>

</transition>

...

</fsm>

In order to distinguish between the transitions that model normal behaviour and the ones that
model exceptional behaviour, we use a special suffix _Exc to model exceptional behaviour. The
suffix _Nor can be used to model normal behaviour, but this suffix can be omitted since the
normal behaviour is considered to be the default case. Furthermore, the order of the assignments
and guards for the transitions that are merged by this transformation are kept in the same order.
This is done because of possible side effects.

Example (ctd.) Note that there are indeed two transitions from CHALLENGED to NORMAL. One
of them is typed exc, the other nor, based on the labels GET_RESPONSE_Exc and GET_RESPONSE.
Because the only assignments in this model were specified for a transition between the true
states NORMAL and CHALLENGED, this example does not show that the stylesheets keep track of
the order of guards and assignments during this resolution process.

In order for this transformation to fsm.dtd to work there are a few constraints we put on
the state diagrams created in ArgoUML.

• Transition cycles addressing only pseudo-states are not allowed.

• There should be only one initial pseudo-state and it should have exactly one outgoing
transition. This transition is allowed to have effects, but it should not have guards.



• The pseudo-states deepHistory, shallowHistory, branch, junction and final should
not be used since we didn’t define semantics for these types.

• All true states should have a name.

• Transitions between true states should have a name.

• Transitions between pseudo-states and states do not need a name, as long as the resolved
combinations of these transitions between true states do have a name.

• Names ending in _Nor and _Exc have a special meaning: these suffixes are used to indicate
either normal or exceptional transitions. The string _Nor is optional.

4 Conclusion

The prototype tool AutoJML described in this paper generates JML specifications based on
common UML state diagrams. Currently the UML model describes a Java Card applet, and
some actual (skeleton) Java code is generated based on the state diagram. However, the ideas
should be applicable to other domains as well. We have implemented AutoJML using established
technologies (XMI, XSL, Java, JML) and tools (ArgoUML, ESC/Java). We have shown this
method on a small yet realistic case study. Because of specific use of cryptographic functions
our tool does not generate the complete Java Card implementation of the algorithm. One will
have to add this specific code manually. However, AutoJML does generate valid Java code that
is accepted by the Java compiler. Furthermore, the combination of skeleton code and JML
specifications can be formally verified using ESC/Java.

The current state of AutoJML leaves quite some interesting topics that require further re-
search. The first one is to shift the focus towards generating JML specifications without skeleton
Java code. Full JML (not the limited subset accepted by ESC/Java) is powerful enough to ex-
press notions like state diagrams. Generating only JML allows programmers to make their own
implementation choices. We see several possibilities here.

• AutoJML can generate a JML file which contains the method declarations for the impor-
tant methods. All these declarations are annotated with pre- and postconditions. Fur-
thermore the mode field indicating the state, should be defined as a model variable.

• An ESC/Java variant can be to use ghost variables instead of model variables.

• The specifications can be defined as an interface. The code written by the programmer
will have to implement this interface.

We think that the first option is the most promising. However we will need to explore the
appropriate JML features and no longer limit ourselves to using only ESC/Java.

The second interesting point is to find out what other kind of Java programs can be au-
tomatically specified using AutoJML. Certainly Java Card is not the only application domain.
Perhaps a study and classification of design patterns as described in [GHJV94] is helpful in iden-
tifying situations where JML specifications can be automatically generated. We are studying
Model Driven Architecture which may be a good technical solution to address multiple target
platforms.

The third topic is application of AutoJML to security protocols. Typically security protocols
are specified on a high abstract level. Finite state machines for the different principals in such
protocols can be easily derived from this. In [HOP03b] we manually refine security protocols to
Java code. Automation of these refinements seems interesting.



The last issue we want to look into is other CASE tools. At the moment our tool is based on
XMI version 1.0 and UML version 1.3. However the OMG web page [OMG00] states that the
current versions are respectively 1.2 and 1.5, and versions 2.0 are already announced to be nearly
completed. The question arises what has changed in these standards. What has to be changed
in our stylesheets to accept these newer standards? Furthermore, at the moment only ArgoUML
has been used. We should try our machinery also on other UML modelling tools. Finally we
would like to look at the available constructs in XMI/UML. Our current implementation relies
on several assumptions listed in Section 3. Perhaps the size of this list can be decreased.
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